JUNIORS NOMINATE

TO CLASS OFFICERS

Third Year Men Will Conduct Election Near Christmas, Drive for Dues

MAKE PLANS FOR 1920 WEEK.

Nominations for all officers of the Junior Class were made yesterday in the Music Hall, although slightly handicapped by the number of freshmen who classmate through the excursion, which began for the 1320 men, the meeting was brought to an early conclusion by W. Tandy, auditorium, which was reserved for Cb. E. Vllet, Wh.; Stall. Wh.: Davis, Wh.; Arend. raer Slagel, Wh.: Daniel Rhodes, C. 1. in the year, probably during the week usually bright.

Pmm. was featured at Welghtman fraternlty teas and dances to drive to sign up every Junior not hav- ing the season. Last year all three learners as a possible date for the event. It Is likely that Cor- ne°x, TueJon which fees can be paid w.,1 be Jan-
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Spirit.” the speakers of the evening mostly  on   the   subject   of “College
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The Campus Critic says he hopes the students who attend the basketball game Tuesday night will be out to win, because he wants to get his money's worth when the dancing starts.

If the attendance at the Pennsylvanian basketball game yesterday may be taken as an indication of the spirit of the Class of 1922, there is no subsequent event to equal it in ever showing the observing and preserving of her traditional customs. As though it were their first MAE class function, the students installed the Harmonia chorus and harmoniusly the last of the daffodils. And when the alarm clock sounded at a quarter after eleven o'clock, it was weaned to the limit.

The general spirit was such as to inculcate even a casual spectator that the Pennsylvanians have already absorbed more of the ideals of the University. Good sportsmanship is due to the temporary organization of the students and results in an effective and integral body. The reputation established by the Pennsylvanian Class of 1922 is not likely to suffer in the hands of 1923.

COMMUNICATION

Eighth and the Pennsylvanian

To many who are returning to the University from the camps, fleets, and overseas forces of the United States, and to many even who have been matriculated here for some time, as well as to the small army of students who graduate from high school in a few weeks, the question must often have occurred of why so many should study and work and sacrifice, through four or more years, not only to obtain a college education, but to contribute to it. The reason is to preserve the history and traditions of the University, and to preserve the traditions of the human race, to preserve the humanity of man.

The Apparel Shop, 714 Pine, M.L.N. (opp. Dorms.)

Established 1874

BLAYLOCK & BLYNN Inc

Established 1850

1528 Chestnut St.

COLD WEATHER TOGS FOR PENN MEN

MOLESKIN CLOTH COATS

with soft sheepskin lining and fur collar

- Won For Penn

Wooden worn Kid Gloves, $6.00

Good looking Sport Hats of tweed and wool now $4.00

The Apparel Shop for the Better Dressed Men and Women

BACK TO CIVIL LIFE!

It is wise that you know the proper place where to eat

"Judge it by its Standard of Quality"

The Victoria Lunch

3710 Spruce St.

(opp. Dorns.)

Established 1874

EVERYTHING FOR THE STUDENT AT BEASTON'S

Oldest and Largest Supply House on the Campus Call and he convinced

Strawbridge & Clothier

Every Requirement for the College Man can be found here

Clothing

We are the Philadelphia distributors of the Stein-Black Smart Clothes and the famous Hart Schaffner Marx Cloth.

Shoes—Suitable and economical in every respect.

Suits—Riots and qualities of either to suit the most exacting col-
lege man. A complete line of the James A. Beasire Store always in stock.

Hats—Every fancy can be met from our collection of Hats from the leading Hat manufacturers. Made or imported by the

saler.

Selling Goods modern lines. All the leading makers of Supplies for

- Beasire Store, Tuxei, Gymnasium, Track, etc., are here in complete assortment.

Men's Furnishings

- Beasire Store to give great price for Waterman and

trade mark. Have handled them for years, and are proud of them.

Fountain Pens Galore—At fountain pen counter, 714 Pine.

One of the world's largest and best stocked.

Fountain Pens—The best in the best known makes. Beasire Store, Tuxei, Gymnasium, Track, etc., are here in complete assortment.

Market Street

Eighth Street

Philadelphia Daily Times
Young Men's Styles in Overcoats and Suits at Reduced Prices

Two things differentiate our reduction sales—first, the wide range of choice at savings; for we make reductions on fur-lined and fur-trimmed Overcoats, on practically every kind of cloth Overcoat—and they are all wool—on Dress Suits and Tuxedos, on fancy vests and separate trousers. And secondly, you have the word for it that the original prices were low to begin with.

Come in for yours!

PERRY & CO., "N. B. T."
16th and Chestnut Streets

GILBERT STUDIOS 936 CHESTNUT STREET

OFFICIAL PHOTOGRAPHERS FOR 1917-18 CLASS RECORD

The Palace Baking Co. Quick Lunch Restaurant—3449 Woodland Ave., opposite College Hall SERVING THE BEST OF EVERYTHING AT POPULAR PRICES

Open 6 a.m. to 9 p.m., Also Sunday

You are truly CONVINCINGLY INVITED to the most sociable and able conducted BARBIE SHOP in the VICTORY AV. COLLIE. REMEMBER YOUR WORTH is enhanced by Your APPEARANCE, FACE and HAIR. THE PENNSYLVANIA BARBER SHOP Branch at the Woodland Wood Ave. Menu, Terse Barhns 3461 WOODLANE AVE. Being 8449 AL SARN

Army & Navy Clothes MADE TO MEASURE

Cleaning Accessories
Remodelling Rating, Badges
Repairing Shoulder Straps
Pressing Shovemane

LOUIS M. KOLB MASTER TAILOR

Leggings
Hats and Blouses Made to Go. White and Blue Sports Hats, Etc.

All clothes steamed cleaned free of cost with pressing.

SHOPS
3703 Spuce Street
10 Memorial Tower, University of Pennsylvania Domitories

Tomlinson's For Health Food THE BEST ON THE CAMPUS

20 PER CENT REDUCTION SUITS AND OVERCOATS, MADE TO MEASURE

ALL WOOL MANUFACTURERS' OWN FAVOURITE SNAPPIE DESIGNS

Regular Prices, $15—185 Reduced Prices, $25—$45

Quality and Second Floor Prices are UNMATCHABLE

Make of JAMES E. MOLL0Y, Agent 1227 Walnut St. Phone, Walnut 6151 Second Floor.

ALL GOODS MARKED IN PLAIN FIGURES

ARMY HATS

The men who wear them can tell you about the

ERVICE IN A STETSON

They have the distinctive appearance characteristic of all Stetson hats.

JOHN B. STETSON COMPANY RETAIL STORE, 1224 CHESTNUT STREET

University Lunch Room and Restaurant—3645 Woodland Avenue OPEN FOR BUSINESS "Give us a Trial"

THE RANKIN CO.

COLLEGE JEWELERS AND STATIONERS

Feat, Bits and Class Pipes Clubs and Medals

1118 CHESTNUT STREET, ONE DOOR ABOVE KEITH'S

Chaptered 1861

HIRAS TEATRIO COMPANY BROAD AND CHESTNUT STS.

CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $16,000,000

INDIVIDUAL TRUST FUND $215,000,000

Apta as Executor, Trustee, Guardian and Administrator

Interest Allowed on Deposits

Member of Federal Reserve System

E. B. MORRIS, President

Pennsylvania Board Holds Annual Smoker

Smokers of Campus Daily Surpass Those of Other Years in Fun and Interest

FORMER BOARD MEMBERS SPEAK

Real Pennsylvania spirit enthused the well-known Rip Van Winkle and restorer of the annual smoker of The Pennsylvania at present, Dr. A. Smith Hempel, acting graduate manager of athletics, and off-icer of the Pennsylvania Gazette, told of the value of accurate newspaper work. Ellwood Cunningham, group editor, who has just returned to the University after an absence of a year and a half, in the American Ambulance Corps, explained to the benefit and rise of college candidates there re- sponsibilities and duties. Samuel L. B. Van Winkle, president of the Senior Class, praised The Pennsylvanian for the way the campus has been carried on through the recent chaotic times, and proved that the work of keeping alive the old traditions be continued through the present reconstruction period. Lieutenant Parke W. Willis, U. S. N., '16 C., a former editor of the Daily, was present and told of the advance of looking for The Pennsylvania and of what it means to the men. The master of ceremonies then introduced Lieutenant Franklin E. Daniel, Columbia '94 and '95, and editor of the Columbia Spectator, who told of the fellowship that exists between college newspaper men, a fellowship that lasts in later life in business and profession.

Dr. William McClellan and Will Bean, associate editor of The Pennsylvania, related many of their experiences on the daily, both humorous and serious, and the advantages and experience a header gets in his work as the editor of a campus. An interesting anecdote, somewhat close to those was told by Dr. McClellan of the University Junior who made out his roster without the accustomed paternal advice of his adviser. "This man had arranged his entire ro on that he had no classes in lecture-room and needed the first floor no hours earlier than 9:30 and so he required a text book." And Mr. McClellan said this is far from the real aptitude or college teaching either for that matter.

The program of the evening was concluded with refreshments and sing song.

Sewing Classes Growing. Candidates for the best teams have increased so much that it is now necessary to fill class periods every afternoon. More than thirty are working out, and Coach Dwyer expects to form a team from the veterans on hand and the excellent material of the candidates. The competi- tion throughout will be held the be- fore era of football, and sometime over.

Harvard Losses Krovacek. C. G. Krovacek, '21, Harvard's star abroad, received a setback that it is now necessary to fill class periods every afternoon. More than twenty are working out, and Coach Dwyer expects to form a team from the veterans on hand and the excellent material of the candidates. The competition throughout will be held the before era of football, and sometime over.
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